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ABSTRACT. A functional integral method is used to determine equal time commutators be
tween the covarian*. currents and the covariant Gauss-law operators in theories which are 
affected by an anomaly. By using a differential geometrical setup we show how the derivation 
of consistent- and covariant Schwinger terms can be understood on an equal footing. We find 
a modified consistency condition for the covariant anomaly. As a by-product the Bardeen-
Zumino functional, which relates consistent and covariant anomalies, can be interpreted as 
connection on a certain line bundle over all gauge potentials. Finally the commutator anom
alies are calculated for the two- and four dimensional case. 

I. Introductioa 

Anomalies in quantum field theories can be viewed as obstructions to implement sym
metries which arise on the classical level to the quantum level. They appear in the two 
different forms known as consistent and covariant anomalies [i]. In the Hamiltonian ap
proach for quantizing classical field theories the consistent anomaly manifests itself as 
central term in the equal time commutator of the Gauss-law operators as it has been 
suggested by Eaddeev [2]. The Gauss-law operator in the system of Weyl fermions in 
the background of an external Yang-Mills field has to be identified with the generator of 
infinitesimal gauge transformations. A variety of methods, such as perturbative calcula
tions [3] and functional integral derivations [4], have been invented to derive this central 
term, known as so called Schwinger term, from the given form of the anomaly. From the 
viewpoint of a cohomological approach this fact is not surprising because the anomaly and 
the Schwinger term are related to each other through descent equations which arise from 
the underlying BRS-algebra [5]. In this manner field theoretical methods for determining 
Schwinger terms can be viewed as representations of the descent procedure. 

By using a gauge covariant regularization for the fermionic currents in a Hamiltonian 
framework [6] or by non perturbative calculations in a path integral formalism involving 
the BJL-procedure [7] it has been shown that commutator anomalies for the covariant 
Gauss-law operators arise in a chiral gauge field theory. The Gauss-law operator is defined 
to be the sum of a gauge field part, generating infinitesimal gauge transformations on 
functional» depending on the gauge field, and secondly of the covariant fermionic charge 
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density. It is important to note that in the calculations mentioned above the gauge field is 
treated as a quantized field although quantization of an anomalous theory is problematic. 

In this paper we show how a non perturbative field theoretical method introduced by 
Wess [8] for determining the Schwinger term of the fennionic current commutator in the 
consistent case can be extended to derive the equal time commutators of the covariant 
fennionic cunent and the Gauss-law operator in an anomalous field theory. The main 
advantage of this method is that it does not rely on the quantization of the gauge field. In 
view of this task we shall elucidate the geometrical structure of the covariant form of the 
anomaly. 

In section II we clarify the geometrical meaning of the method of Wess in terms of 
differential forms on the space of all gauge potentials. In order to apply it to the covariant 
case a redefinition of the covariant anomaly with this geometrical setup will be given. 
In section III we calculate the anomalous commutators between the covariant ferm:onic 
currents and between the covariant Gauss-Uw operators. The results concerning the two-
an d four dimensional case are listed in section IV. 

II. The method of Wess and the covariant anomaly 

We consider massless chiral fermions coupled to an external Yang-Mills field in an even 
dimensional space time. The generators of the Lie algebra of the structure group are 
normalized to give tr(A0Afc) = — \6ai and [A0,A&] = fabc\- Let A be the affine space 
of all gauge potentials then the whole information about this system is contained in the 
generating functional Z:A —* C for matrix elements of the fermionic current operator 
J£(x) in the background of an external gauge field, which is defined by 

Z(A) =< 0|T*[exp(i J dxJ^x)A« (x))]|0 >, (1) 

where T* denotes the Lorentz covariant time ordered product of operators [9]. In the 
remainder of this paper we shall abbreviate the integral in the above formula by the 
expression / JA. One should stress the fact that because matrix elements of two currents 
are considered, which behave singular at the diagonal, a difference arises between the T-
and T* product of these operators. The former product is no longer Lorentz covariant and 
this must be corrected by a so called Seagull term. 

Let ( M « / g ) ) be a basis in the tangent bundle TA on A, which acts on function-

als by functional differentiation, and (6Aa

ß(x)) its dual basis, defined by the relation 
6i4°(z)( 6A$ty\) = SfSffix - y)- Fixing this geometrical setup we can write an arbitrary 
vector field X on A in th« form 

and furthermore a n- form 0 on A is given by the expression 

6 = [dx1...dxnWl;;X(x1,... ,xn)6Al\MA...A6Al»(xn). (3) 
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We call the functions X* and of*".'« * local components of the vector field and the differen
tial form respectively. Assuming a local dependence of the fermionic current operator J£* on 
gauge potentials we identify the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of J in the background 
of external gauge fields with the following one-form on «4, namely 

< J{A) >:« - i J L ( « Z X A ) = f dx < J{A) >£ ( X ) M ; ( * ) , (4) 

where 6 denotes the exterior derivative. (Note that S may not be confused with gauge 
variations.) In local components the expectation value of the current is given by 

< A ^ > : W = - ^ ^ . (5) 

In terms of the operator J the VEV of J is written in the form 

< J(A) >t (*) = ^ < 0 | r [ ( J f (x) + jdz^^Al(z))exp(i J JA))\Q > . (6) 

Since the quotient J^ behaves like a tf-function at the most, the difference between J 
and J can be neglected in regard of investigating anomalous current commutators. The 
reason why we restrict our attention onlj l o terms which are proportional to a 6-function 
respectively their derivatives will be given in section III. 

Let LieQ be the Lie algebra of the gauge group Q then the nonabelian anomaly is defined 
to be the Lie derivative C of the vacuum functional along the fundamental vector field X$, 
induced by £ € LieQ, namely 

(Cx, Z)(A) = t Anam(A, £) Z(A), (7) 

where Anom(A,Q = f dx Anoma(A,x)$a(x) denotes the integrated nonabelian consistent 
anomaly. The anoma'y should be considered as an one-cochain Anom: A x LieQ —* C on 
the gauge algebra [10], which by the property of Lie derivatives satisfies the so called Wess 
Zumino consistency condition 

CX(Anom(rj) - Cx,Anom(Z) - Anom([t,ri}) = 0. (8) 

Relating to the chosen basis of TA the fundamental vector field is given by the expansion 
X< := fdx « r [ ( ^ 0 ; ? ^ l , where (<f^)J = ${•(*) + f^A^x^x) is the covariant 
derivative acting on £. Note that Xf equals the well known Ward operator, which corre
sponds to the infinitesimal gauge transformation (. Using the definition of Lie derivatives 
on differential forms, Cx — *x • 6 + 6 • ix, for an arbitrary vectorfield X, we can convert 
(7) into an anomalous continuity equation 

ixt < J(A) >= Anom{A,i) (9) 
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or in components 
(dA)? < J{A) >Z (x) = -Anom'(x) (10) 

for the VEV of the current. (Note tiiat the minus sign occurs because of one partial 
integration in the coordinate free expressions.) One remark concerning the definition of 
the VEV of the consistent current should be mentioned. It has been shown in [11] that the 
existence of an anomaly in the theory forces the generating functional Z(A) to be vanishing 
at some gauge orbits in A. Therefore by excluding these points from the domain of Z u 
is possible to define the generating functional W(A) for the connected Green-functions to 
be Z(A) = exp(iW(A)). In terms of the W- functional the VEV of the current is given by 
< J {A) >= 6W(A) and the consistent anomaly can be written in the familiar form 

CXtW{A) = Anam{A,0- (H) 

To be aware of the fact that application of a space-time derivative on a T product of 
operators implies the occurance of a term proportional to the equal-time commutator 
between this two operators the strategy is as follows: Applying the exterior derivative 8 
on both sides of (9) using the identity [£,£*] = 0 and the fact that 8 < J{A) >= 0, that 
means < J (A) > is a closed one form on A, we end up with 

CX( < J(A) >= 8{Anom(A, £)). (12) 

This equation together with the definition of the current provide us with the possibility 
to determine the Schwinger term for the consistent current out of the consistent anomaly 
[8,12]. 

Now we want to investigate the covariant form of the anomaly. It was shown by Bardeen 
and Zumino that the occurance of the consistent anomaly causes a nontrivial transforma
tion property of the fermionic current under infinitesimal gauge transformations. This fact 
can be deduced from (12). A vanishing anomaly would render the current gauge invariant. 
We call a n-form 0 gauge invariant if Cxt 0 = 0, whereas Bardeen and Zumino [1] call it 
gauge covariant. The goal is to add a local functional to the current so that the result as 
a whole is gauge invariant. 

Let be Y an arbitrary vector field on A and X( the fundamental vector field then the 
following identity holds for the consistent current < J > (we omit the dependence on the 
gauge fields) 

CXt iy <J>= ivSAnomtf) + i[X( ,Y] < J > • (13) 
In local components this equacion coincides with equation (2.10) derived in [1] , namely 

/*<wn*))i<g^ 

Identify the so called Bardeen-Zumino local functional A£(x), whose existence and unique
ness have been shown in [1], with an one form on A which transforms like 

CxfiyA = -ty$Anom(0 -I- i[xt,Y)h (15) 
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under an infinitesimal gauge transformation £ € LteQ for all vector fields Y then define 
the covariant fermionic current one form by 

J := J + A. (16) 

Precisely the covariant current J is an operator valued one form on A. Because this current 
is generated by fermionic fields the VEV of J is given by 

< J(A) >£ (x) := ~ < Q\T'[J£(x)exp(i j JA)]\Q > . (17) 

Now it is easy to see that the equation 

Cxtiy<J>= i[x(,Y) <J> (18) 

holds for all vector fields Y. Together with the identity [£x, *Y] = * [A ' , v ] t n e above equation 
leads to the gauge invariance of the covariant current, namely 

CXt < J >= 0. (19) 

The covariant anomaly is now defined to be 

(d'X < J >i (*) =: -A^n\x) (20) 

or written in ter ns of differential forms 

»x< <J>= Anom{i). (21) 

This equation will provide us with the possibility to relate the covariant Schwinger term 
to the covariant anomaly. From the definition of < J > and the defining relations for the 
consistent and covariant anomaly we find the following relationship 

J W z % ) = Anoma(x) - (^)* rA{!(x). (22) 

Before we start calculating covariant Schwinger terms an interesting fact about the geo
metrical meaning of A should be mentioned. Writing out (19) together with the definition 
of the Lie derivative one gets the equation ix(6 < J > = — 6Anom(Z), from which in local 
components the following relation 

follows. Because of the definition of the covariant current the above equation can be 
modified to get 

-j±^A^na(x) = (d*Ay;?£(x, y) f (24) 



where we have defined the functional 

^{x>y)-6JM)-6Ä$ry ( 2 5 ) 

By an analogous calculation the relation 

SA'Jx) 
Anom(y) = (d»A)'?rZ(z,y) (26) 

can be established. 
What kind of interpretation can be given about the geometrical role of A and F7. The 

consistent anomaly is characterized by the consistency condition only up to redefinition of 
the effective action W through addition of local countcrtenns In terms of the Z-functional 
this redefinition of W manifests itself as a transformation Z —» e**Z, where / denotes an 
arbitrary functional on «4. The condition (15) or equivalently (19) forces the functional A 
to transform with A' := A—Sf under such a redefinition of the generating functional by / . 
This structure suggests to view A as an U{\) gauge potential on a line bundle over A. Let 
DA '•= 6 + i\ denote the induced covariant derivative on this bundle then the curvature is 
given by S(iA) = iT. The generating functional has to be considered as a section of this 
bundle and the VEV of the covariant current is expressible in the form 

< J > s s - " n r < 2 7 > 
Let CX

A = ix • Av + A\ • ix be the covariant Lie derivative acting on sections of this line 
bundle then the defining relation for the covariant anomaly can be written in terms of the 
generating functional Z(A) to be 

(C%Z)(A) = i A^n{A, 0 Z(A). (28) 

One should note the parallelity between the relations (7) and (28). The equation from 
above enables us to derive a "covariant modification" of the Wess Zumino consistency 
condition. In fact by an easy calculation the relation 

([&<*£%)" £*&.JSW = &iX<,X,) Z(A) (29) 

can be proven, which expresses once more that the curvature oiD\ is just if. By using the 
Wess-Zumino consistency condition together with the defining relation for the covariant 
anomaly (22) one can derive 

Cx^A^irj)) - £x„(A^i(0) - JG (̂K,ifJ) = ?(X<,Xn). (30) 

In analogy with the consistent case this relation can be viewed as a consistency condition 
for the covariant anomaly. 
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In order to establish an interpretation of the U(l) gauge freedom, inherent in this line 
bundle, we note that redefinition of the generating functional can be viewed as an 1/(1) 
gauge transformation of the section Z, given by Z* := e^Z. The Lie deriv8.tive acting on 
Z* gives 

CX((Z*) = i(Anom(£) + CX(f)Zf. (31) 

Note that the difference in the form of the corresponding consistent anomaly between the 
equations (7) and (31) is given by Cx( /• Let us recall that each one-cochain which satisfies 
the Wess Zumino consistency condition induces a cohomology class in H1(LieQ,C(A)), 
the first Lie algebra cohomology of the gauge algebra with values in the complex valued 
functionals on A [10]. Two such one-cochains differing by the Lie derivative of an arbitrary 
functional along fundamental vector fields belong to the same class in cohomology. In the 
light of these facts Z and e ' 'Z generate cohomologous forms of the anomaly. On the other 
side the 1/(1) covariant derivative transforms like 

e ' / D A e - ^ = D A / . (32) 

Therefore as a result the VEV of the covariant current is invariant under such an 1/(1) 
gauge transformation 

<J>f=-i^p=<J>, (33) 

because of the covariance property (32). 
Summing up it has been shown that, given a generating functional Z, the VEV of the 

associated covariant current remains unchanged under redefinitions of Z by local function
als. As a consequence the covariant anomaly is independent of the chosen representative 
in the cohomology class induced by the one-cochain Anom. 

III. The Schwinger term for the covariant current 

Now we are ready to treat the problem to calculate the covariant Schwinger term out of 
the covariant anomaly. As it has been in the consistent case [8,12] we look for a possibility 
to generate a situation in which r* space-time derivative acts on a T product of the covariant 
fermionic currents. The starting point of our investigation will be equation (20). Functional 
differentiation of both sides of this equation gives 

6 ;A^\x) = (d%)le-^<J>!(x) + rbe<J>Ux)6(x-y). (34) 

Functional differentiation of the VEV of the covaiiant current leads to the following result 

. 6 
SAHV) 

<J>> (x) = C ( x , y) - S j f lx , y)- < J > : (x) < J >l (y), (35) 
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where we have defined the following expressions: 

Tab(x,y).= ^ (36) 

ss:(*.») ••= V) (37) 

Inserting (35) into (34) gives the expression 

-im*™™ 
= WA)V[TT(«.y) - «"H£T(*. y ) - < / >? (*) < / >j: (y)] + r * * < * - y) < / >? (x). 

(38) 

Decomposing the T* product into the ordinary T product and the necessary Seagull term 

* T (*, If) = fX(*, V) + rff(x f y) (39) 

and using the definition for the T product in terms of ^-functions we arrive at 

W(x, y) = - L y dl\d{x« - y°) < 0\T(exp{i £ ° J A))J»{x)T{exp(i J * JA)) 

0 

x JH(v)T(exp{i [ JA))\0 > +(x, /i, a) ~ (y, i/, b)} 

= W){< m K x ° " y0)[S"{xl *<»>]«"»<* / i A ) + W*(*)V»'(y) 

x exp(iJjA) +i[Jl(x),r(*0PUy)exp(i J JA)}\0 >}, (40) 

with r(x°) = / x o a -o «̂•A- The covariant Schwinger term A££(x,y) is defined to be the 
anomalous contribution in the equal time commutator of the covariant fermionic current 

6(x° -y°)fJB°(x), jJT(y)l = iUJv

c{x)6{x - y) + A°al(x,y). (41) 

In the following we assume that the covariant Schwingerterm can be split into the sum of 
two terms of which one is proportional to the ^-function and the other is proportional to 
the first derivative of the ^-function. Explicitely we have the decomposition 

Ä » * , V) = C°M6(x -y) + iffivWHx - y), (42) 

where the index i runs over space components only. Collecting all terms and inserting into 
(38) leads to the formula 

<%M* - v)+WW* - v) + W f o y) - ^ ( * , y)] 
+ fateAl(x)(fr(x, v) - &%{*, y)) - (dJ) M «(< J >* (*) < J >l (y)) 

+ Gi(»,y) + iK%(x,y) = , ^ L ^ A n ^ n a ( x ) . (43) 
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In the above equation we have defined the functions 

G- t (*' y ) : = W) < °WWWx))Jz(y)exp{i/U)]l°> 

Kll{x,y) := J L j . < 0\T{[J°a(x),r(x0)] Jfty)exp(i J JA)}\0 > . (44) 

In summary we have derived an equation which connects the anomalous covariant commu
tator with the covariant anomaly and some other, in principle, unknown matrix elements 
of the covariant current. In order to extract information about the Schwinger term we 
observe that the local gauge field dependence of J forces E to be decomposable into the 
form 

SKfr, ir)« SSW-*(*-*)• («) 
Furthermore the seagull term behaves like 

*£(*.*) «f5r(v)-*(*-io- c«) 
By the anomalous continuity equation (20) it is evident that G"ah does not contain any 6 
function or derivatives thereof. In regard of the properties of K°al one should note that 
the commutator therein involves the operators J and r(x°) at the same time. Since the 
difference between J and J is almost a local functional it is possible to replace them by 
each other. Therefore by inserting the commutator (41) and integration we arrive at 

0 * , y ) = ifac<Al(x)T**(*,») + fö(x)A«(x) + a?(S°8f (x)A«,(x))] < J >\ (y). (47) 

The last term in the sum above does not contain any ^-function. Looking at the right side 
of equation (43) the possibility to decompose the functional derivative of the covariant 
anomaly in the manner 

-^A^ka(x) = i%{y)d;6{x - y) + B^(y)S(x - y) (48) 

can be easily deduced from the properties of the consistent anomaly and the functional A. 
The strategy for determination of the Schwinger term is based on the fact that the 

relevant matrix elements in (43) can be written in terms proportional to the ^-function 
and terms proportional to the first derivative of the ^-function. Comparing respective 
coefficients on both sides of the equation gives the desired form of the Schwinger term 
completely in terms of the covariant anomaly. To be precise insert (47) and (48) into (43) 
and indicate all terms which do not contain any ^-function or derivatives thereof by ellipses 
then we get 

<58(vW* - v)+«W* - v) + W(y) - &%&))%*(* - v) 
+/« . A;(VX*5T (») - ®Skvm* - v)+• • • 
= *(tt<y W(« - v) + ft(vW* - »))• (49) 
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Together with the definition i/f*i(y) :— ̂ biv) ~ '—abiv) o n e derives from (49) 

C°ai(y) = iB;,(») - hceA^y^iy) (50.1) 

« ' (» ) = *#(*) ~ *5(») (50.2) 

*»(»)= ift(v). (50.3) 

Up to now there is no information about the family of functions ip*b available. In order 
to calculate these functions we have to relate the divergence d*T^(x, y) to the covariant 
anomaly. Starting from 

together with (20) written in a form, where x and y have been replaced 

{*tä < J >' (v) = ~A^n\y), (52) 

and functional differentiation of (52) leads to the relation 

W\tc\tT{*,y) - ££(»,»)- < J >: (x) <J>» (y)] + fa

bc6(x -y)<j >* (y) 
6 MZn\y) + mleF£(x,y). (53) 

*A-(x) 

The main observation is that the summands on the right side cancel each other because of 
(26). Therefore by an analogous calculation, as it has been done before, we finally arrive 
at 

-ög (vW* - y) - * 2 ' ( y ) W * - v) + W W O V ( * - »)) + • • • = o, (54) 
where all terms which do not contain any ^-functions or derivatives thereof have been 
omitted. The solution of (54) by comparison of coefficients is given by 

6S(v) = «UJEiv) (55-1) 
Kl\v) = -<l(v) (55.2) 
V-S(y) = o. (55.3) 

From (50.1,2) and (55) the result 

tftiv) = i • BlM (56.1) 

*ff(v) = »'-i»y) (56.2) 

can be deduced. Moreover together with (55.2) we find the interesting identity 

(«ft W X ( V ) - Blb(y), (57) 
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relating the coefficients in the decomposition of the functional derivative of the covariant 
anomaly. The anomalous contribution to the equal time commutator between covariant 
currents is given by the formula 

A2S(x,y) = i- ^ j Ä ( i ) . (58) 

Now we have succeeded in deriving the anomalous contribution in the commutator of the 
covariant fermionic charge densities. As it has been in the consistent case [8,12] we have not 
gained any information about commutators between the other components of the current. 

Let us now investigate the anomalous commutator of the covariant Gauss-law operators. 
The covariant Gauss-law operator is defined to be 

Ga(x):=-iLa(x) + J°a(x), (59) 

with the operator 

^•w-w'S'sfo' (60) 

where the sum runs over space components only. This operator generates infinitesimal 
gauge transformations on functionals of the gauge field and obeys the algebra 

[!.(*), Lb(y)) = -fabeLe(x)S(x - y), (61) 

whereas the charge density of the covariant current implements the gauge transformation 
on the fermionic degrees of freedom. Note that a physical justification for considering this 
certain operator can be deduced from the Hamiltonian approach. The covariant Schwinger 
term in the equal time commutator of the Gaur3-law operator is defined to be the functional 

Sab(x, y) := Six0 - y°)[Ga(x), Gb{y)) - if*bcGe(x)6(x - y), (62) 

which by use of (59) and (60) can be reduced to 

= -iS(x° -y°)[La(x), J°b(y)] + iS(x° - y°)[Lb(y), J°a(x)) + Ä°a°b(x,y). 
(63) 

The calculation of Sab involves some knowledge about the commutator [£ a(x), J°(y)]. 
Following the lines of [12] we shall determine this commutator. The first observation is 
that there is no difference between the T* and the T product in the VEV of the covariant 
current, nameJy 

< 0|T*[J>(x)exp(i j JA)}\0 >=< 0|T[Ja"(x)cxp(j [ JA)]\0 > . (64) 

Let us define the vacuum expectation value 

< Lb(y)(J£{x)) > = -±- < 0 | T [ ( d * ) ; c ^ c x p ( i j JA)]\0 > (65) 
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and the two point function of the consistent current 

T:>(x.y) ••=ztfj< 0\TM(*)JJc(y)e*P(* J MW > (66) 

then the operator Lt(y) acts on the VEV of the covariant current to give 

£'(») < J > : (*) = i*(y) < J >: (x)+i*(y)A2(x) 

= < L\y){ #<»)) > + * K ) $ T C ( * , y ) - < J >* (x) < J >'c (y)]. 
(67) 

On the other hand it follows from (35) and the definition of the covariant current that the 
relation 

L\y) < J >S (*) = WYWHx, y) + *S(x, y)- < J >S (*) < J >{ (y)] (68) 

holds which together with (67) results in 

< L\y)(J£(x)) >= «TO{W(yWx - y)). (69) 

From the identity Li(y)(J£(x)) = £(x° - y°)[Lb(y), J£(x)] and the assumption that this 
commutator does not contain aay fermionic degrees of freedom we can infer the relevant 
commutator 

*(*° - y°)[L\y), J°a(x)} = -(^)5e(^(y)*(x - y)), (70) 

where (50.3) has been used. In summary the Schwinger term of the Gauss-law operator 
can be evaluated from (50),(55) and (58) to give 

5.6(x,y) = i(^)JBe(/J>(y)«(x - y)) - « M ^ ( y W * - y)) + Ä°fl?(x,y) 

= i(d'A)iac(J°M^ - y)\ (7i) 

It is important to note once more that in our calculations of the anomalous commutators 
the gauge potential is treated as a classical background field. 

IV. Explicit results in two- and four dimension» 

Let us begin with a chiral field theory in two dimensions. The covariant anomaly is 
given by 

A^n\x) = -£«"« r (A**W*)) = ^vF;v{x) (72) 

and the Bardeen-Zumino functional reads 

A*(x) = - ^ « " " ^ ' ( x ) . (73) 
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Functional differentiation of (72) leads to the relation 

jJL-^A^^x) = i-e*"(^U*t* - y), (74) 

from which by (24) the curvature can be rend off to be 

^(x,y)^-4-^6ahS(x-y). (75) 

Collecting relevant terms gives the anomalous covariant COHLmutators, namely 

Ao8o*(x,y) = ±*0j(d*A)?6(x -y) (76.1) 

6(*° - v°)m*), Jo'(y)l = —t'Wtfti* - y) (76-2) 

5f l'(x,y) = —**{&#*{* - V) (76-3) 

In the next step we analyze a chiral field theory in four dimensions. The covari-int anomaly 
and the Bardaen Zumino functional are given by 

A^n\x) = - ^ ^ M W ' ^ W ) (77) 

AJK«) = ^ « W M A . ( M » ( * ) , F.M) - Av{z)Aa{x)A,{x)\. (78) 

The functional curvature can be evaluated to give 

*£(*, y) = I S ? « ^ - ' M { A., h}F„{x)\6{x - y). (79) 

Now it is easily shown by a direct calculation, using the Bianchi identity for the field tensor 
F, namely t*v*°{&A)vFeo = 0, and (24) tha*. the relation 

j±^A^n\x) = -(d*A)l<F%(X,v) 

= - i £ ä « W M { *•• >c}FQ,{*)\mc!*{* - y) (80) 

holds. With respect to the decomposition (48) the corresponding coefficients are 

B"ah(y) = -j^e'""°fameAZ(y)tr({\e, Xh}Ft<y(y)). (81) 
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The anomalous commutators can now be evaluated to ^ive the fina» result 

Ä0°o
6(*,y) = W ! V i k ,tr({A c,A6}F„(*)))(x -y)} 

6(x° - y°)[L*(x), J>(y)\ -, (d'A)?[-L€<>>«rr({Ac, A 6 }F H (x ) )% -«/)] 

(82.1) 

(82.2) 

(82.3) 

In the four dimensional case our results coincide exactly with those obtained in [7], although 
we have not quantized the background gauge field. It is worthwhile to mention that the 
results also agree with the cohomoiogica. -olution of the covariant descent equations [13]. 
Note that there exists only one independent form of the covariant Schwinger term in the 
two-and four dimensional case. The different anomalous commutators of the covariant 
fermionic current are completely cont oiled by the covariant anomaly. In summary we 
have shown that it is possible by exhibiting the underlying geometrical meaning to treat 
consistent and covariant Schwinger terms with the method initiated by Wess on an equal 
footing. Therefore we have succeeded in extending this method in an appropriate way 
in order to derive the anomalous commutators of [Jo> Jo]« [£,<Ä>] and finally [G,G\ for 
the covariant fermionic current. In this manner we have established a field theoretical 
realization of a kind of descent procedure even in the covariant case. 
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